Introduction

The lost wilderness - Wetlands for people and wildlife
Heron

T

his leaflet tells the story of a small, but important corner of a once extensive wetland
which covered over 2,000 square kilometres of the East Midlands and East Anglia.
Half of this area lay in the southeast Lincolnshire Fens and was said to have contained
huge areas of mire and reedswamp, great shallow lakes, meres and black pools, many
wooded islands and tortuous rivers and streams. To some, this land was a sanctuary, with its
abundant fisheries, wildfowl and lush summer pastures; to others it was a fearful wilderness
that must be tamed.

Baston Fen Nature Reserve

Today, the open fenlands are highly productive farmland with cereal, potato and sugar
beet crops, straight roads, deep drains and large open fields. This transformation from fen to
farmland was born through the toil of thousands of itinerant labourers, often referred to as
‘navvies’, drainage engineers, financial ‘adventurers’ and new settlers from Holland, France,
Ireland, Germany and from all over the UK. Within this managed landscape however, there
are still hidden untamed corners, some rich in wildlife; others where ancient trees 5,000
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Water, its control, use, quality and availability is central to the past and future of these low
lying lands: Some have lost all in their struggle with the fenland waters, washed away by floods
and storm tides; others paid dearly for their fight for freedom and the common lands. Today,
the fenlanders are at peace under their huge open skies but the battle between man and nature
continues. Water management continues to provide the greatest challenge for the future.
Can we live in a ‘sustainable’ world? How will we reverse the historic decline in our wildlife?
The South Lincolnshire Fenland Partnership aims to restore and recreate up to 800 hectares of
Lincolnshire’s lost wild fenland. Working with local landowners, farm tenants, the mineral industry
and local communities, the project partners are seeking to create a sustainably managed landscape
in which wildlife and people will thrive. See lincsfenlands.org.uk for more details and updates.
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years old blister to the surface of wet peaty fields; history may be discovered at each bridge
and highway junction; and large gravel workings, new industrial landscapes, open and heal,
returning some of the lost wetlands to the old fen.

History & landscape
change over time

I

f we were to look at a cross-section of the fenland soils, we would find at the bottom a
layer of ancient Jurassic clay covered by glacial tills and gravels, which in-turn, are overlaid
by a lens of Lower Peat, formed between 7,500 and 5,000 years ago. Above this, a bluegrey or ‘buttery Clay’ was laid down during a marine transgression which brought the sea
and its deposits virtually to the edge of the fen. The sea retreated around 4,200 years before
present (BP), and the marine clay was initially covered by river or lakeland silty-clays. This was
followed by the development of the upper peatland soils, which were created in reedswamp
wetlands by layer upon layer of partly decomposed plants. To the east of Baston Fen, the peat
was covered by a further marine transgression, which laid down additional silts and clays.
Recent archaeological surveys along the Fen Edge have revealed an active and well preserved
Neolithic, Bronze & Iron Age landscape with tracks, burial mounds and field boundaries
underneath the later deposits of marine silt and peat. Due to this surface protection, ancient
remains are often well preserved, such as at the ‘Wood Henge’ found in the underlying
Neolithic landscape at Maxey gravel workings to the south of Market Deeping. Roman
remains such as roads, canals, settlement foundations, coins and pottery have been regularly
discovered along the fen edge settlements at Baston and Bourne. The area’s medieval history
includes the development of the monasteries and legendary exploits of ‘Hereward the Wake’
and his family, who were also from Bourne.
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Hereward, a Saxon and medieval freedom fighter, fought Norman control in a guerrilla like
fashion from 1066 -1071. In the fenlands, Hereward and his men found sanctuary among
the many wooded islands inter-linked by wooden trackways and narrow water channels
through the extensive reedswamp. When his son was killed by the Normans, Hereward took
his body across the fen by boat from Bourne to the Isle of Ely, and it was said that when the
(wild)fowl raised to the air, they would darken the sky and drown the sound of all the bells
in Christendom. At this time, wildlife was abundant and the fisheries so rich, that rents for
land were frequently paid in barrels of eels.
The Fens’ modern history 1600 – 2000, includes close ties with the struggle for
parliamentary democracy, developments in the agricultural & industrial revolutions and
social reform - all linked by the gradual reclamation of these ‘huge’ wetlands by equally
‘huge’ engineering projects which have included some disasters as well as great successes.

Take the Fenland tour and discover the stor y of a ta
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he first attempts to drain the wider fenlands were organised by the Romans nearly
2,000 years ago. In the 13th and 14th centuries the monasteries began to systematically
drain their local parishes and the wider fenland. The first attempts to drain Deeping
Fen were organised between 1632 and 1637 by a number of financial ‘Adventurers’ including
Sir Philibert Vernatti. New river channels were cut by hand to run the rivers ‘straight’ to the
sea, embankments were raised and lock gates and wind pumps installed.

Baston Fen Nature Reserve and Washland

Baston Fen Nature Reserve

B

aston Fen is the only remaining Lincolnshire washland on peat soils that is managed
for wildlife by winter flooding and summer grazing. The Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
manage the washes traditionally by taking hay and grazing with cattle.

The Nature Reserve is principally the western end of the 17th century Counter Drain
washlands, which were used to temporarily retain floodwaters from the neighbouring
Counter Drain. Largely made redundant by modern electric pumps and later river drainage
works, this washland is now managed by controlled winter flooding from the River Glen
through sluice gates. In 2007 however, the washland was back in action for real, and flooded
for several weeks in July, accommodating a record 200 year rainfall from the Counter Drains
upland catchment areas.

Plants: Baston Fen, Thurlby Fen and Cross Drain are designated as Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI’s) and are botanically rich and regionally important for their wetland
plant communities. The reserve is noted for its rare pondweeds including fen and hair-like
pondweed, frogbit, and other regionally scarce species such as bladderwort, flowering rush
and greater water-parsnip. More typical wetland plants found along the edges of the meres
and dykes include purple loosestrife, marsh marigold, greater spearwort, water plantain and
water violet. Over 300 species of flowering plants have been found on the reserve.

Regular flooding on this site has helped to preserve the underlying peat soils and a
large part of the diverse plant and invertebrate communities once found throughout the
surrounding fenlands. The dyke system linked to the Counter Drain distributes water around
the reserve. Adjacent to the car park is an area of willow carr which attracts woodland
and scrub birds. This woodland area is also flooded in winter and access to the visitors’
waymarked route must follow the farm track towards the river bank. The visitors’ route
continues along the top or toe of the river bank. In the first two washland fields a high water
table has encouraged the growth of sedges, yellow iris and meadow rue.
Birds: are well recorded on this reserve with 175 species noted and 63 species breeding
or presumed to have bred, including lapwing, redshank, snipe and marsh harrier. From early
December to early March the flooded grasslands attract a variety of wildfowl including
wigeon, mallard, shoveler, teal, tufted duck and pintail.

Molluscs & Insects: Recorded molluscs total 73 species,
the most diverse area in Lincolnshire. Insect records include
several Red Data Book species, such as the fenland diving
beetle Dytiscus dimidiatus, a nationally rare species of relicfenlands which now only occurs on the Somerset Levels,
Cambridgeshire Fens and Norfolk Broads. Also recorded are
18 species of dragonfly (15 known to have bred) including,
hairy dragonfly, variable damselfly and ruddy darter.
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Visiting and Accommodation
Baston Fen Farm
School visits arranged

Forfurther
furtherinformation
informationcontact:
contact:
For

lincsfenlands.org.uk
lincsfenlands.org.uk

Windmill Farm
Caravan Park

Monday - Friday, 8am to 5pm
Saturday, 8am to 4pm
Sunday, 10am to 4pm
Vine House Farm Bird Foods
Deeping St. Nicholas, Spalding,
Lincolnshire PE11 3DG

Tel: 01507 526667 • Email: info@lincstrust.co.uk
Tel: 01507 526667 • Email: info@lincstrust.co.uk

lincstrust.org.uk
www:
lincstrust.org.uk

Edwardian mansion set in wooded grounds
offering newly refurbished accommodation.

Opening Hours

Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust, Banovallum House, Manor House Street,
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust, Banovallum House, Manor House Street,
Horncastle, Lincolnshire, LN9 5HF
Horncastle, Lincolnshire, LN9 5HF

Photographs over: Heron - B Moorcroft, Reed Warbler and Cuckoo - E Exton

YHA Thurlby

Wild Bird
Foods
and
Farm Shop

Visit our website on
www.bastonfenfarm.co.uk

for details

Te l: 0 1 7 75 6 3 02 0 8
Fax: 01775 630244

Email: birdseed@vinehousefarm.co.uk

www.vinehousefarm.co.uk

Open 365 days a year. Offers excellently
equipped self catering accommodation.
Some rooms have ensuite facilities.

Touring and Campsite
Luxury En-Suite Bedrooms
Excellent A La Carté Menu
(served all day, everyday)
Large Beer Garden & Play Area
Fine selection of Wines, Ales & Lagers
Function /Party/Conference Facilities
Main Street, Baston,
Peterborough PE6 9PB

Tel: 01778 560010 • Fax: 01778 561147

26 Pitches
Electric Hook-ups
Toilets & Showers

Tel: 01775 640215
www.windmill-farm-caravan-park.com

16 High Street,
Thurlby, Bourne, Lincs PE10 0EE
Tel: 0870 770 6066
Fax: 0870 770 6066
Email: thurlby@yha.org.uk

Frequently however the drainage of the fens resulted in lowering of the land levels due to
shrinkage of the peat soils and in 1776 Bourne Fen was still said to flood three out of every
four years. Much of the fenland at this time was still held in ‘Common’. In the early 1800s
various (enclosure) Acts of Parliament encouraged further investment and drainage within
fens. Windmills used to pump water from lower areas were replaced by steam pumps from
the 1820s onward and ultimately by diesel and electric pumps in the 20th Century. By 1965,
the drainage pumps at Pode Hole were capable of pumping water up 4 metres from Deeping
Fen at over 100 cubic metres a minute and into the Vernatts Drain, from where it could flow
by gravity to the sea.
The level of Deeping Fen is less than 1.6 metres above mean sea level, while the rivers of
the Glen and Welland may run 3 metres higher, so maintenance of the river banks, pumps
and drains will remain of vital importance as long as people live on, and farm, these low
but fruitful lands.

Farming in the Fens

T

he fenlands are famous for their silt
and peatland soils which combined with
years of drainage, have produced some of
the most productive farmland in the country.
Wheat yields on the fens in 2007 approached
9.5 tonnes per hectare. Farms in this area may
also grow barley, potatoes, carrots, beans,
peas, oilseed rape and sugar beet. Grassland,
once widespread, is a rare commodity today,
but cattle raised for beef and a few sheep may
still be found along riverside pastures and on
nature reserve meadow areas. New crops
include sunflower and niger seed for the wild
birdseed market.
Organised farm visits may be booked at
Baston Fen Farm and Vine House Farm – see
Visiting & Accommodation for details.

Gateway to the Lincolnshire Fens
Start: The Fenland Road Tour…

20 or 32 miles

1

St Peter’s Pool: Fed by several springs this blow well (spring fed pool) gives rise to the
Bourne Eau River from which the town of Bourne derives its name. Springs and the availability
of high quality all year round water supplies are important factors in the location of many
historical settlements and are central to the diversity of the surrounding fenland aquatic plants
and animals.
Springs are created by rainfall filtering down through the limestone uplands to the west of the
fens and forcing their way to the surface through fissures in the underlying limestone rocks and
permeable glacial gravels which lie just below large areas of the surrounding fenlands.

2

Bourne Abbey Church: The church is all that now remains of the far more extensive
Bourne Abbey. Founded in 1138 as part of the Augustian Order, the Abbey was built in a
Norman style and extended and modified throughout the medieval period. Bourne Abbey
and the many other monasteries and grand churches dotted throughout the fens are a testament
to the potential and richness of the surrounding former wetlands and pasture. They are also a
record of the power and influence these productive fenlands brought to the church and may have
contributed towards King Henry VIII move to dissolve the monasteries in 1534 and divide their
valuable assets between the Crown and his closest supporters. Further information and map visit
www.bourneabbeychurch.org.
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The drying and oxidation of peatland
soils produces carbon dioxide, a greenhouse
gas which is known to contribute to climate
change. It is estimated that one centimetre
of oxidised peat over one hectare is
equivalent to approximately 30 tonnes of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
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River Glen: The River Glen has a catchment area of 350 square kilometres and runs from
its origin in the South Kesteven Limestone Uplands between Grantham and Bourne for
over 60 kilometres before discharging into the River Welland at Surfleet Seas End. In high
flow conditions the river may also run through the Greatford Cut, a man-made relief channel
from Greatford to the River Welland just upstream from Market Deeping. At Kate’s Bridge the
Glen meets the fens and from here on, the river is confined by tall flood embankments and runs
above the level of the surrounding land. In normal flow conditions water levels at Tongue End are
approximately 1.5 metres above the neighbouring farmland. During maximum flood conditions
the river may run 4 metres above the surrounding fenlands.
The small brick building to the west of the road bridge at Tongue End is the Bourne South Fen
Pumping Station, which pumps water from Bourne and Thurlby Fen up into the River Glen. The
twin pumps are capable of pumping 1.6 cubic metres of water per second and will remove 3.5
million cubic metres from the fen in an average year.
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Feedback: Share your stories…
Contact: lincsfenlands.org.uk
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Gravel Workings: Since Roman times when the first stone and concrete buildings were
erected in Britain, gravel pits have been part of the British landscape. Gravel extraction in
this area really began to make an impact in the 1800s for railway construction and in the
1900s for house building and road construction. Sand and gravel from this area is principally used
in Lincolnshire and in the development of the rapidly expanding city of Peterborough.

7

Baston quarry (on the east side of the road) has been a major supplier of sand and gravel to the
local markets for over 55 years. Sales are currently in the order of 280,000 tonnes per year. The
materials are used in the construction industry, but more especially, in the manufacture of ready
mix concrete, coated materials, drainage, pre-cast concrete products and a number of other minor
specialist uses.
Until recently, the common legacy of exhausted gravel workings were flooded pits with deep
sides with limited value to wildlife or the local community. In some cases ‘low level agriculture’ has
been restored to the worked out areas with mixed results. Additional pumping however, to prevent
flooding and maintain suitable conditions for farming in these extra low areas, will continue to be
necessary as long as this method of land use continues.
Today, increasingly sophisticated restoration proposals are being developed to open up new access
areas to the local community and improve and restore threatened wildlife habitats. Thoughtfully
restored gravel workings could play a major role in bringing lost wetland wildlife back to the fens.

	Allow 4 to 5 hours by
car including stops

Conservation

SSSI

To
STamford

The project site may be viewed from
the MacMillan Way footpath. To find
out more about involvement/events
contact Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
– see back of leaflet for contact details.

Bog oaks and yew trees are still regularly
pulled from the peat ploughlands and may
be seen in piles alongside field headlands
and trackways throughout this fen – these
trees may be up to 5,000 years old and
belong to forests drowned by historic sea
level rise and flood plain inundation.

Public Footpath

Follow signs
B1166 to
Crowland

Gravel Extraction
& Flooded Pits
(No Access)

King Street Roman Road: This was an important Roman military road and runs
parallel to Ermine Street on the other side of the Kesteven limestone uplands. Both
roads also run close to the available water resources and spring lines. King Street
begins at the Roman ford on the River Nene at Water Newton and connects Castor (next to
modern Peterborough), Bourne, Sleaford and rejoins Ermine Street at Lincoln. Outgang Road is
also a Roman road which runs off King Street through the village of Baston and on to the fen to
Deeping Fen Farm, Pepper Hill Farm and possibly beyond to Spalding.

To Vine
House Farm
1 mile

Turn on
to B1525

PH & H

Waterside Garden Centre: Provides a pit stop with car park, toilets, restaurant,
coffee shop, and fenland information display. Also a wide range of plants and other retail
products within a family friendly atmosphere. Expert garden related advice available.
See Visiting and Accommodation for further information. www.watersidegardencentre.co.uk

The project has been made possible
with financial support from Natural
England, the Heritage Lottery Fund,
Lincolnshire Waterways Partnership,
Environment Agency and Lincolnshire
Wildlife Trust’s members.

Bourne South and Thurlby Fens contains some of the best preserved peat beds in south
Lincolnshire which may be 1.8 metres (6ft) deep in places. Following drainage however, these
peatlands have been shrinking due to compaction, desiccation and oxidisation. It is estimated that
the peat was at least twice its present thickness and is currently being lost at approximately 3
centimetres a year. This is most easily seen on the roads which in long stretches have dipped and
subsided as the underlying peat has shrunk (see picture at start).

Gateway to the Fens Tour

Gravel
Drain

Follow signs
Cut to Bourne

Increasing Lincolnshire’s remaining
fenland by 200%, the reserve will also
provide opportunities for local people
and schools to get involved in wildlife
and landscape conservation and
provide benefits for tourism, through
improved access and interpretation,
and help raise awareness of the
importance of our ecological heritage
and historic fenland landscapes.
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Macmillan Way: The river bank along the River Glen which runs out over the
fens from Kate’s Bridge forms part of the long-distance coast to coast footpath the
Macmillan Way. This footpath from Boston on the Wash to Barnstaple in Devon
encourages walkers to step out in support of Macmillan Cancer Relief and experience some of
England’s finest countryside. For further details contact The Macmillan Way Association, St
Mary’s Barn, Pillerton Priors, Warwick CV35 0PG tel. 01789 740852.
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Northorpe Fen

Thurlby
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Location and access: The reserve is located south of the manned level crossing in Deeping St
James on the B1166. Access is by an unmade road off the B1166, approx 1km south of the level
crossing (at the sharp bend near the banks of the River Welland). A car park is provided, located
400m from the reserve entrance along the unmade road. A circular visitor’s route includes an
“easy access” path to a bird hide.
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THURLBY FEN
NATURE RESERVE*

Car Dyke Roman Canal: Running from the River Witham at Lincoln in the
north to the River Nene in the south and beyond, this navigation, estimated at 9
metres wide during its working life, was cut early on in the Roman period in the
time of Emperor Hadrian around AD 120. Running close to the 8 metre contour the Roman
water course intercepted the rivers and springs along the limestone and fen edge. Whether
intentional or not the navigable channel would also have acted as a ‘catchwater’ drain,
assisting in the early drainage of the adjacent fenlands – a strategy adopted by many of the
later fenland drainage engineers.
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Industrial
Estate

ST PETERS
POOL*

Location & Access: Thurlby Fen Slipe is reached from
the A15 by turning east at Thurlby crossroads. Passing
Thurlby church on the right, follow the lane for 1.5 km
and then turn right along Baston Edge Drove green lane
to the reserve entrance where there is parking space for
cars at the end of the drove road. There is a stile at each
end of the reserve giving access to the river bank so
that a circular route may be walked. See map overleaf
(back fold).

Deeping Lakes Nature Reserve: This Lincolnshire
Wildlife Trust Nature Reserve consists of several
flooded former gravel pits. The main lake was
excavated in the late 1800s and has largely developed
naturally since that time. The two areas of smaller
lakes and pools were excavated in the 1990s and
contrast markedly with the older lake. Supported by
the Heritage Lottery Fund the Trust has completed
a programme of habitat and access improvements
including an “easy-access” route, bird hide and open
island areas for terns and wading birds such as lapwing
and ringed plover. The scarce greater water-parsnip has
also been successfully reintroduced into this area from
Baston & Thurlby Fens.
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Thurlby Fen Nature Reserve: This Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust Reserve, which is
about 2 km long, consists of old flooded borrow-pits with gravel beds, associated
reedbeds, scrub and grassland and adjacent hedgerows. Fed by spring and river water
welling up from the underlying bedrock and gravels, the interconnected pools have a rich flora,
including scarce marsh and aquatic plants such as greater tussock-sedge, greater spearwort,
water-violet, greater water-parsnip and fen pondweed. Purple-loosestrife, marsh pennywort,
marsh-marigold and common spotted-orchid are also among the 210 species of flowering plants
that have been recorded on the reserve. Cowslips make a spectacular show in spring. Fine chub
lie in the clear pools. Birds are numerous and varied: 109 species have been recorded, of which
40 have bred. The reserve is noted for its dragonflies with 15 species regularly recorded, 14 of
which are known to have bred. Twenty-three species of
butterfly have been recorded, most favouring the west
end of the reserve.
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Willow Tree Fen: This
new Lincolnshire Wildlife
Trust nature reserve will be
restored over the next two years to a
mixture of reedbeds, shallow meres,
seasonally flooded pastures and hay
meadows, providing habitats for rare
and threatened wetland species such
as otter, water vole, hairy dragonfly,
spined loach, redshank, snipe and
marsh harrier.
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The Peat Fens Landscape History: (Road from Bourne to Tongue End). Travelling
eastward from Bourne through the rapidly expanding light industrial estates we come away
from the fen edge settlements and down into Bourne South Fen. Drainage of this fen began
in earnest in the 1630s and continued from this time to be reclaimed and modified right up to the
1970s with additional river embankment works, mole drainage, improved pump drainage capacity
and use of modern hydraulic excavators. In 1875 bittern, ruff and swallowtail butterfly still bred
in Bourne Fen when reedbeds and wet pasture must still have been common-place – sadly all
these have gone. The arable farmland which dominates today however, can be some of the most
economically productive in the county.

Bird Hide

‘Environmental
Stewardship’
Area: Previously worked for gravel, this
area of pools, reedbeds and wildflower
seeded meadow is now under an Environmental
Stewardship agreement, between the
landowner and Natural England. Close to the
parking area the public may gain access to a
small bird hide. In spring and summer the hide
provides views of nesting common tern, little
grebe and reed bunting. In Autumn migrant
waders such as greenshank, common and
wood sandpiper may visit. In early summer,
look out for birdsfoot trefoil, field scabious,
oxeye daisy, common blue butterfly and
many more flowers and butterflies along the
banks next to the hide. In winter, shoveler,
teal, mallard, tufted duck, and greylag geese
may be seen (for further information see Vine
House Farm - Visiting & Accommodation).

Yellow Water Lily
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Counter Drain - Special Area of Conservation: Running alongside the Baston
Nature Reserve, Counter Drain is a nationally important wildlife site and part of a network
of European Union protected biodiverse areas. This large slow flowing drainage channel
forms an important refuge for a rich community of aquatic and emergent plants including
yellow water-lily, needle spike-rush, arrowhead, frogbit, fan-leaved water-crowfoot and spiked
water milfoil. Of particular note are the unusually rich assemblage of pondweeds which include
perfoliate pondweed, flat-stalked pondweed and the nationally uncommon hairlike pondweed
Potamogeton trichoides.
The drain, managed by Welland and Deepings IDB is also rich in freshwater invertebrates,
including dragonflies, damselflies, aquatic snails and water beetles. The rare and protected spined
loach is also found here among the more typical coarse fish of pike, roach and eel.
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Baston Fen Nature Reserve: At
just 35 hectares this reserve is the
largest remaining area of wet fenland
in Lincolnshire and is designated as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Owned and
managed by the Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust,
this wetland reserve is also the last stronghold
for many endangered fenland plants, birds,
molluscs and invertebrates. In winter large
numbers of wildfowl are attracted to the
flooded washlands, including wigeon, teal
and mallard, while in summer dragonflies
hawk over black peaty pools which hold rare
aquatic plants such as frogbit, fen pondweed
and greater water-parsnip.
Location & Access: The reserve is situated on the Baston to Tongue End and Spalding road, and
is adjacent to Windmill Farm. Access to the parking area is across the Counter Drain and to the
left of the concrete bridge. Owing to the possible presence of cattle and the uneven nature of the
ground, access is not suitable for wheelchair users. Dogs are not permitted on the reserve. See
map overleaf (on back fold).

